Comparative Study of Pattern-Based Versus Size Ratio Ultrasound Strain Elastographic Techniques on Breast Masses.
The aim of this study was to compare the diagnostic performance of strain elastographic techniques involving pattern-based elastography versus size ratio elastography on breast masses. Female patients presenting to the radiology department for ultrasound (US)-guided biopsies, fine-needle aspirations, or localizations of breast masses were invited to undergo US elastographic assessments of the lesions before the breast procedures. The masses were evaluated for color score and color map size ratio elastographic assessments with one US machine and size ratio and grayscale strain pattern elastographic assessments with another machine. With the histopathologic diagnosis as the reference standard, the sensitivity, specificity, and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve were compared among the 4 groups. A total of 154 breast masses from 139 women were assessed. The sensitivity and specificity were 0.615 (95% confidence interval, 0.470-0.747) and 0.824 (0.736-0.892), respectively for the color score, 0.962 (0.868-0.995) and 0.765 (0.670-0.843) for the size ratio, 0.904 (0.790-0.968) and 0.745 (0.649-0.826) for the color map size ratio, and 0.635 (0.490-0.764) and 0.422 (0.324-0.523) for the grayscale strain pattern. The areas under the receiver operating characteristic curve were 0.729 for the color score, 0.874 for the size ratio (P = .001 with the color score as a reference), 0.836 for the color map size ratio (P = .002), and 0.556 for the grayscale strain pattern (P < .001). Size ratio elastography had higher sensitivity and better diagnostic accuracy compared to color score elastography. This superiority was demonstrated on two different US systems, and size ratio elastography should thus be considered over color score elastography in the adjunctive US assessment of breast lesions.